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Fundamental question for scientific validation:

What is the best way from the ground to characterize what LIS “sees?”
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Both arrays can locate sources via time-of-arrival; HAMMA can also provide energetic information
preliminary breakdown pulse train
early return stroke
subsequent return stroke
Negative CGs produce a preliminary breakdown pulse train with negative polarity pulses.

Flashes with an initial intracloud component begin with positive polarity pulses.
HAMMA is “very” active in the beginning of a flash
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=> wideband sources are well tuned to identify initiation
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...but what does this mean for the initiation mechanism?
Gurevich (1999) predicts that initiation via relativistic runaway breakdown would produce wideband radiation prior to VHF radiation...
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Assume:
- initiation height of 6km
- electric field of 175 kV/m

Implies:
- avalanche length is ~200m
- total length of the high field region is ~2km

Further, Coleman and Dwyer (2006) show that the avalanche progresses with a speed of 0.89c
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Further.... simulations *(Dwyer, 2010)* show the region of slow electrons is far too diffuse to yield the required conductivity.
LIS (and by extension, GLM) does not detect *flashes*...
LIS is an **optical event** detector
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These events can be classified into strikes groups and flashes.

Validation of LIS/GLM measurements should use instruments sensitive to the part of the lightning discharge which produces optical emission
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What is a hit?

- Voltage (V): -0.095 to -0.085
- Altitude (km): 0.0 to 8.1
- Time: 4ms
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What is a hit?

Wideband record indicates activity during LIS groups.
What is a miss?
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What is a miss?

Electric field measurements indicate that LIS missed these strokes because they are not very energetic.
What can VHF tell us?
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...in fact, there are LIS groups without any detected VHF sources!
4.9 V/m
Again, the wideband record is active...
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13.9 V/m

10.8 V/m
Without an array of wideband sensors, these might have been misinterpreted as “misses”
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and even suggest there is a lower limit to what LIS can detect!
Fundamental question for scientific validation:

What is the best way from the ground to characterize what GLM "sees?"
Wideband measurements are ideally suited to the processes in lightning that produce optical emission.
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